
 

1/31/2021 - J. Wile 
TSA: High School Competition 

Focus Area: Problem Solving 
Programming Language: Any except Scratch 

Unit of Measurement: Number Solved Tasks and Time as Tie Breaker 
 
Key Rules: You may not be connected to the internet and may not use resources other than 
your laptop for programming. 
 
Today's challenge is all about number theory. Can you solve each puzzle? Your code will be 
evaluated on using standard libraries, proper formatting and naming, and commenting, all out of 
30 points. Then you will earn points for placing in the top 12 in solving the various tasks. 
Ranking is determined by the number of tasks completed followed by overall time to determine 
tie breakers. You may solve these tasks in any order. Good luck! 
 
 
Task #1 - Factor the Division 
Find the sum of the divisors of 13 factorial. 
Given a value x, find the sum of the divisors of x!. 
Example: Given x = 3 
3! = 3 * 2 * 1 = 6 
Divisors of 6 are 1, 2, 3, 6 
The sum of the divisors are 12 
 
 
Task #2 - A Perfect Problem 
Calculate the sum of all of the perfect squares between 1 and 1000. 
A perfect square is a number where when you take the square root of it, it is still an integer. 
 
 
Task #3 - Turn On Turn Off 
There are 13 people in a hallway. Each person is numbered 1 through 13 respectively. In this 
hallway are 101 light switches all turned off to start; each light switch is numbered 1 through 101 
respectively. The first person then walks down the hallway and if the light switch number is 
divisible evenly by the person's number, they flip the switch to the opposite value. After all 
people walk through the hallway, how many light switches are on? 
 
Example: Person 1 walks down and turns all lights on because every number is divisible by 1. 
Person 2 walks down and then switches the switches that are even. Repeat this until person 13 
finishes. 
 
 



 

Task #4: Catch Phrase 
A certain cipher of Strings takes a key and the encoded String. If the Key is known, to decode 
the encoded message, you count how far each letter in the key is away from A. That distance is 
then how far you shift each respective encoded letter to the left to get the decoded message. An 
example is provided below. 
 
Example: 
Encoded String: SFEUIY 
Key String: ABCDEF 
Distance Apart: 01 23 45 
Decoded String: SECRET 
 
What does the following message tell you? 
 
Encoded String: ZEZLPRNWDDKVAWLCXAYAYWORINKLADYPRNDKZZAFDXDNRGE 
Key String:    QWERTYUIOPQWERTYUIOPQWERTYUIOPQWERTYUIOPQWERTYU 
 
 
 
Task #5: Mod One 
Often we find ourselves modding to see if the result is a 0...but what about 1? Find the sum of 
one million modded by all values between one and less than one million that equal one. 
 
 
 


